
VACCINE REQUIREMENTS

ALL dogs must present proof of vaccination on the first day of training class. Mandatory vaccinations 
include DAPP (or DHPP), rabies and bordatella, according to your veterinarians recommendations. Proof 
of vaccination includes:
 1. vaccine record from your veterinarian
 2. current rabies certificate 
Supplemental vaccine recommendations include: 
 1. leptospirosis
 2. canine influenza

This program STRONGLY urges that all dogs are current on their annual heartworm test and that all 
dogs are on both heartworm and flea and tick preventative in our best attempt to keep all of the dogs in 
this program from acquiring parasites and diseases. Please let us know if you are needing guidance or 
recommendations on any of these topics and we are more than pleased to help!

TRAINING EQUIPMENT

Mandatory Equipment:
• 6 foot FLAT leash; nylon or leather
• properly fitted flat collar, roller collar or chain collar
• small, easy to chew treats

Suggested Equipment:
• fanny pack or treat pouch
• dog mat

 
BASIC DOG BEHAVIORS & HANDLING ETIQUETTE

Why do dogs sniff the ground and other dogs? They are trying to pick up pheromones left by 
other dogs or that are on other dogs

Why do dogs scoot on their rear ends? Typically when dogs scoot like this they are trying 
to relieve pain or discomfort associated with their 
anal glands. 

Why do dogs look away from you when you atare 
at them?

Stern and long eye contact is communicating 
dominance as far as a dog is concerned. Beware 
of the dog that does not look away from a stare 
down as this is a sign of aggression and that the 
dog seeks for dominance over you. 

Empathy Dogs are very empathetic creatures and can 
feel your emotions, which is very important to 
remember when training

Why do dogs like to sleep on your clothes or 
other items that belong to you ?

Dogs do this because they love you and the smell 
of you is comforting to them. 



Why does my dog stare at me? Dogs to this for several reasons. they are attentively 
waiting for their next command from you, they are 
trying to manipulate you, or simply to express love. 

Eye squinting. This is one way a dog is displaying peaceful 
intentions

Hunched Over This displays that a dog if feeling fearful or 
vulnerable

Why do dogs yawn? Typically dogs will yawn because they are either 
feeling anxious about something or want to say that 
they are “not threatening.”

What does it mean when one dog stands over 
another?

This can be both a display of protection and of 
dominance. 

Signs of a happy, playful and non-threatening dog Loose body language, bouncing, exposing the 
underside of their body, ears forward

Signs of potential aggressive behavior that may not 
be obvious

Stiff body language, eyes/stare that will not back 
down from yours, flat ears, raised hackles, refusal to 
turn their rear towards you

Stretching When dogs stretch it displays that they are happy 
and comfortable

WHAT DRIVES YOUR DOG??
DISCOVER WHAT MOTIVATES 

YOUR DOG!!!

GIVING YOUR 
DOG ATTENTION 
IS A REWARD!!!

Do not let dogs sniff and intermingle with each other.

Maintain adequate space between your and your dog and other handlers and their 
dogs whenever we are training.  

If 2 dogs were to start fighting, never, ever put your hands in between them!

Dogs need to be leashed and kept under control at all times



TRAINING EQUIPMENT

STEP 1 - Reward Command. Release 
Command.

Decide what your reward and release commands for 
your dog are going to be. 

STEP 2 - Teach Your Dog The Reward 
Command

When handling your dog on leash, dog will be 
distracted. As soon as the dog begins to focus on 
you and makes eye contact immediately give reward 
command and treat.

STEP 3 - Beginning Recall While on leash, dog will be distracted, call his name, 
lightly pull on the leash, as soon as the dog focuses 
on you then give your approval command, then 
command “COME”, when the dog comes to you 
follow up with a treat.

STEP 3a - Beginning Recall / 2 People Add a second person as a distraction
STEP 4 - Luring Hold a decent sized treat in the palm of your hand 

with your thumb folder over the treat. Never hold 
the treats with the tips of your fingers to prevent 
getting bitten. Have dog follow your lure around 
in circles, weave back and forth and around. Dog 
should be PUSHING into your hand after the 
lure. Reward often at first. Will be very important 
to decrease luring to a rare occasion as training 
progresses and becomes replaced more with verbal 
praise. 

STEP 5 - Using The Lure To Start To Teach Sit 
& Down Commands

Lure the dog around, low to the ground, in large 
circles or serpentines and then lift your hand up 
until the dog sits. As the dog sits then give the “SIT” 
command and then the praise command. After the 
dog is getting the hang of the task we will add in a 
hand signal.
Using this same concept we can teach the down as 
well. After the dog has gotten the concept of this 
task we will add in a hand signal. 

STEP 6 - Teaching “PLACE” or “MAT” Lure dog to the mat repeatedly and reward as soon 
as he is standing on it, then immediately give the 
dog the release command. Eventually work in a 
down on the mat, and then stay, until you decide to 
release the dog. Every time that you bring the dog 
to the mat be sure to give the command word that 
you choose, either PLACE or MAT. 

HOMEWORK FOR OUR NEXT CLASS: Choose one of the three options below. 

1. Choose (1) internal parasite to research and talk about. 
2. Choose (1) external parasite to research and talk about. 
3. Choose (1) vaccine to research and talk about. 


